
                               

 

DATAFAZE 

The overall goal of the MDCS Solution is to read the meter 

data and get it to the utility company quickly, accurately and 

at the lowest cost possible.  For those customers who do not 

have ready capability to capture or reformat the meter data 

for their own internal use, MDCS will provide that service for 

you through DATAFAZE.   

DATAFAZE is a version of MDMS that can take the data from 

the meter, deliver it to a secure server, configure the data in a 

manor directed by the utility and deliver it anywhere the utility wants.  We can provide secure storage 

options for the data through our partner network with Oracle and work with your administrative team 

on how best to deliver the meter data so that it is most useful to your organization. 

MDCS provides our loyal customers three tools for efficiency and growth: 

A POWERFUL RELATIONAL  DATABASE SOFTWARE 

for greater visibility into your administrative processes to help streamline operations, improve 

efficiencies, manage complexity and grow your business 

COST EFFECTIVE CUSTOMIZABLE SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS  

that enable our utility customer  to better serve their customers. Expertise in both software design and 

an understanding of the administrative challenges you face every day. 

COMPREHENSIVE SUPPORT SERVICES  

are all about getting fast answers from knowledgeable people ~ to resolve your issues in a timely 

manner.  These also include secure cloud storage through our Oracle partner. 
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Here’s how it works: 

1. GATHER REQUIREMENTS

A written document of specifications that includes detailed requirements provided by you. 

2. ANALYSIS 

A review of the data requirements and structuring 

of functional system specs. 

3. DESIGN
Database design starts 

with a conceptual model for forms, displays, transactions, 

data integrity and security. 

4. IMPLEMENTATION
Re-programming of existing databases, 

correlating data to customers needs and feedback, testing, training, and installation 

of operational software programs. 

5. MAINTENANCE 
Monitor, repair, enhance cloud storage 

and system support. 
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